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Pull-out Map!Pull-out Map!

This gift complies with EN71 & ISO8124 (Toy Safety). 
WARNING: Not suitable for children under 

3 years due to small parts. CHOKING HAZARD. 
Batch No. 10000148. Use under direct adult supervision. 

Manufactured by and imported by Xcel Concepts 
LLP, Stanmore, HA7 1GB, UK. Please note or retain 

this information for future reference. Gift may differ from 
that specified. Gift may not be available on overseas copies.

 Support in core 
 school subjects!
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Use your stickers 

on your map of 

the world.
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Use your stickers 
on your map of 

the world.

PLUS PLUS 
STICKERS!STICKERS!

The Coding Robot

WIN

Sticker

with a f lying  pteranodon!

Plus so 
much more! 
Posters 

Cut-outs 
Recipes 
Jokes 
World 

Records play scene!
Cut out this awesome

BiteBite--sized sized 
 facts for  facts for 
curious curious 
   kids!   kids!



Compsognathus is one 
of the smallest adult 
dinosaur fossils. It was 

about the size of a chicken!

Grown-ups:

Welcome to Look 
what’s 
inside!

The newest member of the 
SMART SQUAD is:

Write your name on the dotted line.

magazine!

English Science

Art and 
Design Technology History

Geography

Music

Computing

Physical 
Education

Mathematics

I know! is designed to make learning fun. 
The magazine helps to develop children’s 
abilities in areas of learning set out in 
Key Stage 1 of the National Curriculum.

Fun to Learn I Know!™ is published monthly by Redan Publishing Ltd. Shrewsbury SY25DE. 
REDAN ® and Fun to Learn are registered trademarks of Redanco Ltd. Printed in the UK. 
Distributed in the UK by Seymour Distribution Ltd, 2 East Poultry Avenue, London, 
EC1A 9PT ☎ 020 7429 4000 www.seymour.co.uk. For advertising and further 
information:- ☎ +44 (0)1743 364433 (UK) or visit www.redan.co.uk 
Distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Gordon & Gotch Ltd. 
☎ 612 9972 8800 (Australia) ☎ 649 979 3018 (New Zealand). For advertising 
and other enquiries ☎ 01743 364433 or visit www.redan.co.uk 
Subscriptions ☎ 01293 312210 iknowmag@subscriptionhelpline.co.uk

Editor: Gareth Brown 
Illustration and design: Clive Pritchard  Images: Shutterstock 

All facts inside are checked and correct at the time of printing.

TM

TM

Redan Publishing is proud to support Hope House 
children’s hospices for terminally ill children. Registered 
Charity Number: 1003859.  www.hopehouse.org.uk
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LIKE us on Facebook for even more!

We’re ALSO on Twitter!

www.facebook.com/Iknowmag

Follow @Iknowmag

• Provide your child with a pencil and a set of crayons. 
• Allow your child to feel in charge of the magazine. 
• Offer prompts and helpful suggestions when needed. 
• Encourage your child to talk about what they are doing.
• Praise and offer encouragement to make learning fun!

SAVE up to 33% off the 
cover price if you subscribe! 
Visit:www.iknowmagazine.co.uk
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Dino 
sticker 

fun!

Upcycle 
your own 

maze
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Use your stickers 
on your map of 

the world.
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Use your stickers 
on your map of 

the world.

PLUS!

Dinosaurs have walked 
on all continents, even 
Antarctica.

  A goldfish 
kept in a dark room 

would eventually turn pale.

Dinosaurs often 
swallowed rocks. 
These rocks helped 
them grind up food.

The dumbest dinosaur 
was stegosaurus. 

Its brain was just the 
size of a walnut!

Brrr!

Up to 3O metres long 
Roughly the same as:

blue whale

6 elephants 3 double-decker buses

Check out these Blue whales are larger 
and heavier than any 
dinosaur ever was.

fun facts!fun facts!

Meet the 

Smart Squad!

Carl

Bunsen Zeta

Flo
Leo

pull-out poster 
and stickers!

Finish the poster with stickers 
inside issue 2, coming soon!

A TWO-PART

Weighs up to 180 tonnes 
That’s about the same as: 
3O tyrannosaurus rex!

Dinosaur means ‘terrible 
lizard’ in ancient Greek.

 An ostrich’s 
eye is bigger

   than its brain.

actual 
size!

The largest dinosaur eggs 
were as big as basketballs.

Glub!

4

8

26

10

Terrifying 
Twisters!24

Ancient Ancient 
GreeceGreece

Redan Publishing 
is working to ensure 
that all its paper is 

produced without the use of 
chlorine and is sourced from 
well-managed forests (along 
the lines laid down by the 

Forest Stewardship 
Council).

Ants up 
close!



5
Use your 
dinosaur 
stickers  

here!

How did dinosaurs evolve? 
Follow the time trail to find out.

Cretaceous 
period

5

Extinction!
Extinction!

Extinction!

Extinction!

Extinction!

Sticker 
here!

Sticker 
here!

Sticker 
here!

 Sticker 
here!

Sticker 
here!

4

Creatures developed in  
the warm Pre-Cambrian 
seas about 6OO million 

years ago!

Finish

Tyrannosaurus Rex 
“tie-ran-oh-saw-rus”

Trilobite 
“try-luh-byt”

Dunkleosteus 
“dunk-lee-oh-stee-us”

About 42O 
million years ago

Devonian 
period

  Prestosuchus 
  “preh-stoh-soo-ch-us”

Allosaurus 
“Ah-low- 
saw-rus”

Diplocaulus 
“dip-low-caw-lus”

About 3OO million years ago
Permian period

I know about...

dinosaurs!
One theory is that 75 million 

years ago an asteroid hit Earth, 
wiping out the dinosaurs!

Cambrian period
About 54O million years ago

Dimetrodon 
“dy-meh- 
truh-don”

About 145 
million years ago

About 2OO 
million years ago

Jurassic
About 25O million years ago
Triassic period

About 36O million years ago

Carboniferous 
period

Start

Extinction!

period

Sticker 
here!

  Triceratops 
“try-seh-ra-tops”

123a
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History 
Fun to Learn



birds

fish amphibians

arthropods

mammals

reptiles

Fish live in water and have 
fins, scales and gills so they 
can breathe underwater.

Amphibians are born in water with 
gills. They develop lungs and legs so 
they can live on land and in water.

Arthropods have segmented bodies, 
many legs and limbs. Some can fly, 

crawl and some can even swim.

Mammals drink milk as a baby 
and most have hair or fur 
on their body.

Reptiles are cold-blooded 
and covered in scales.

Birds are born out 
of hard-shelled 
eggs and have 

feathers.

I know about...

animal 
 classes!

I have tusks 
and I’m the 

largest animal 
on land.

I have sticky 
webbed feet 
and bulging 
red eyes. 

I have rows 
of sharp teeth, 
fins and I live 
underwater!

I have large 
pincers, a shell 
and I walk 
sideways.

I can change 
my scales to 
any colour to 

blend in.
My feathers 

come in lots of 
colours and I 

can talk! I have a long, 
segmented 

body and lots 
of legs. 

I hop around 
and have a 

pouch on my 
tummy.

2

5

6
1

4

3
87

Write the correct numbers 
   in the spaces to match the 

clues to each animal.

6 Science 
Fun to Learn
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Yuk or 
yum?

The Parthenon temple in Athens 
was built in the 5th century BC, 
to honour the goddess Athene.

Soldiers from Sparta 
were the most 

fearsome in Greece.

8
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History 
Fun to Learn

Greeks invented the...
tteerraahhttee

.

Use the colours to help you unscramble 
the letters, to finish this sentence.

Write the letters 
in the boxes.

In 776 BC, the first 
Olympic Games was held at 
Olympia. Running races were 

the only events. Winners 
received an olive wreath.

Try these Greek foods and 
tick the box if you think 
they are yuk or yum!

Let’s find out about 
the Ancient Greeks!

    Ancient Greeks 
believed the Gods 
ruled them and 
punished people 

by turning them 
into monsters!

I know about...

Ancient 
Greece!

Myths and 
Monsters!

Φέτα

Μέλι

Ελιές

OlympicsOlympics

Design your own 
Spartan shield in 
the space here.

Zeus 
God of sky 
and thunder.

Medusa 
Monster with snakes for hair, 
who turned people to stone.

Yuk!

Yuk!

Yuk!

Yum!

Yum!

Yum!

- olives

- feta cheese

- honey

say “eli-yes” in Greek

say “tee-ree feh-tah” in Greek

say “meh-lee” in Greek



The largest ant species discovered 
was about 6 centimetres long!

O
centimetres

1 2 3 4 5 6

a

b

c

Use your finger, or a pencil, 
to help the ant find its way 

out of the ant-hill.

Old!Old!
An ant can lift 5O times 

its own body weight!

That's huge! Smart Squad!Smart Squad!

Ants were even 
around at the same 
time as dinosaurs!

Find out about one of the 
oldest creatures on Earth.

Follow

Finish

I know about...

ants! Look for ants around you. 
  What are they doing? 
  Send a photo to iknow@redan.com 
  for a chance to appear in the   
   magazine and win a prize!

Join the

11
Next time: 

Learn about tardigrades, 
the ultimate survivors!

Wow!Wow!
Turn to page 30 for 
our giveaway rules 

and privacy statement.

Cheese!

10 Science 
Fun to Learn
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Make Flo and Carl’s tasty 
dinosaur sandwiches!

You will need:
Your favourite

sandwich

Carrot

Salad

Tortilla 
chips

2

1
Cut your sandwich into  
small triangles and stand 
them up on the crust. 

Carefully break your tortilla 
chips into the size you 

want and poke them into 
the edge of the sandwiches.

Ask an adult to chop 
off the pointy end of 
a carrot and slice it 
lengthways. Push it in 

to the sandwich for the 
head. Add a blob of 
ketchup for an eye. 
Sit the dinosaurs on 

a bed of salad.

Roar!
Roar!

ROARRR!
ROARRR!

I know a...

recipe!

Ketchup

Smart Squad!Smart Squad!
Join the

Turn to page 30 for our giveaway rules and privacy statement.

Send a photo of you with 
your Sarnie-Saurus to 

iknow@redan.com for a 
chance to appear in the  
magazine and win a prize!

Art and Design 
Fun to Learn

12 13

Stomp around and 
ROAR like a T. rex!

Grab some colouring pens or 
pencils. Use the small picture 
to help you colour in Bunsen.

Sing this dinosaur rhyme before you tuck into your Sarnie-Saurus!     Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Moe,

     Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Moe!

   Catch a T-rex by the Toe.
If it ROARS, let it go...

123a
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Mathematics 
Fun to Learn
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BlastBlast

off!off!

moon
comet
meteor
explore

crater
Pluto
planet
Venus

rocket 
Sun
star

Starting at 1, join the dots to finish the 
constellations. Then, when it goes dark 
try and spot them in the night sky.

Use the pictures to help you finish the word-fit puzzle.

s

s

V

a

a

a
r

t

tk

e

c

m
o nm

e
x

P
l

l

l u

e

e

o

m r 

n 

12

3

7

4

5

6

8 9

10

12

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

1 2

3

4

5
6

7The Ancient 
Greeks named 
many of the 

constellations. Sailors 
use Polaris (the North 

Star) to navigate 
as it always  
points North.

Pegasus

Leo

Ursa Major (Great 
Bear, Ladle, Pan Handle 

or Big Dipper)

On November 3rd, 1957, a dog called Laika, 
became the first animal to orbit Earth.

Cross out each word as you use it.

8 7 6 5 4 32 110 9 15Trace over the numbers, starting at 
the dots, to finish the rocket countdown.

I know about...

space!



I know about the
...

equator!

Geography 
Fun to Learn

17

Northern  
hemisphere

Southern  
hemisphere

equator

Sahara  
The second 

largest desert.

EuropeEurope

AntarcticaAntarctica

AfricaAfrica

As Earth travels around the Sun, 
the area closest to the Sun 
changes. This is how we 
get our seasons; spring, 
summer, autumn 
and winter.

Answers; B, C, and F.

C

E F

D
Which is the scorpion?

Which is the dung beetle?

Desert creaturesDesert creatures

The equator is an imaginary 
line that divides Earth into the 

Northern Hemisphere and 
Southern Hemisphere.

Read each sentence and 
tick the box next to 
the correct answer.

Tick the correct box.

Bunsen is in Antarctica. 
Is he hot or cold?

The coldest temperature ever 
recorded was -89.2 degrees Celsius at 
Antarctica’s Vostok Station, in 1983. 
Colour in the things you’d 

need in Antarctica.

Antarctica is the 
world’s largest, dryest, 

windiest and coldest desert!

Did you know...

SummerSummer

SpringSpring

SunSun

SpringSpring

hot cold

AutumnAutumn

AutumnAutumn

SummerSummerWinterWinter

WinterWinter

Which is the camel?
A B

What is a desert?What is a desert?

A desert is an area of land 
that receives extremely 
low amounts of rain. Vostok station, Antarctica

16

Places further away from the equator are cold. 
Those closest to the equator are hotter.

North 
pole

South 
pole

AsiaAsia
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Yikes!

© Redan 
Publishing Ltd.

Tyrannosaurus rex had sharp, 15 centimetre long teeth.
Do you think it was a herbivore or a carnivore?

Tick the correct box.

(meat eater)( plant eater)

Grab some pens, 
pencils, or even 
paint to colour 
in the T. rex!

  Lay out dried 
pasta to look like a 
dinosaur skeleton!

0 15cm
19

I know about...

dinosaurs!

Idea!Idea!

Now that’s Now that’s 
a big tooth!a big tooth!

Dinosaurs laid eggs, just 
like birds! Some experts believe 
that T. rex even had feathers 
at some point in their life.

Pull out the page.

Put your face in the hole.

Send us your photo!

Ask an adult to help you cut out 
this shape along the red dotted lines.

Remember to pull your funniest faces!

Send a photo of you as the explorer to:- 
iknow@redan.com 
for your chance to appear in 
our magazine and win a prize!

Try it with your pals!

123a
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Art and Design 
Fun to Learn



I know about the
...

skeleton!

Try this!

Protects the soft organs. 
Liver, heart and lungs.

(collar bone)

Science 
Fun to Learn

20 21

Pop your stickers in the correct  
places to complete the skeleton.

skull

tibia and 
fibula

femur

Memory 
test!

The clavicle or 
collar bone is the 
most likely bone 
to get broken.

The femur  
(upper leg bone) 
is the strongest 
bone in the body.

Cover the names.  
How many 

bones can you 
remember? 

patella

humerus

pelvis

   There are 2O6 bones in the 
adult human body! The smallest 
of which is the stapes or stirrup 

bone in your ear.

Did you know...

What’s the most easily 

broken bone in the body?
Patient notes

What’s the strongest bone?

Ouch! radius and 
ulna

Draw around your own hand then add in bones with a white crayon.

Broken bones  
can re-grow and 
repair themselves.

(knee cap)

Hey! Did you 
know there are 
27 bones in the 
human hand?

123a
cb

rib cage

clavicle



I know about...

coding!

Start!

Finish!

down 
2 spaces

up 
2 spaces

down 
2 spaces

right 
5 spaces

left 
2 spaces

right 
1 space

right 
2 spaces

down 
4 spaces

oil 
   spill

oil 
   spill

oil 
   spill

oil 
   spill

oil 
   spill

oil 
   spill

Code:Cut this 
out...

Place it 
here!

Cut out the counter and place 
it on the start. Use the code 
to move Ro:Bert through 

the grid to the finish. 

123a
cb

Computing 
Fun to Learn

oil 
   spill



Competition
now closed!



Crash!

Five terrifying twister Facts

Water going 
down a plughole 
forms a vortex 
like a tornado. 
Watch which 
way your toys 
spin when you 
pull the bath 
plug out.

Tornado in your bath!

clockwise anti-clockwise

I know about...

tornadoes!

Would strip branches 
and the bark from trees, 

flatten buildings and throw 
 cars over 1OO metres!

Here’s a storm 
chaser trying to get 
as close as he can 
    to the action.

1. Tornado winds can reach  
   3OO miles per hour.
2. They can travel more than 
   1OO miles.
3. If a tornado occurs  
   over water, it’s called 
   a waterspout.
4. The deadliest tornado  
   was in Bangladesh, in 1989.  
   1,3OO people died.
5. Tornado Alley in the  
   USA has over 2OO 
    tornadoes a year!

Cold and hot 
air merge with 
strong winds 
and rotate 
quickly.

A tornado can 
pick up a car 

and drop it 
far away!

This is called 
the funnel.

The UK gets around 3O-5O 
tornadoes a year! But don’t worry, 
they’re mostly tiny and harmless.

Did you know...
TUSBN

SD
T

C
EBRTSBGT

B
R

C

TOBCU
T

SB
TSN

C
BSDC

2524

Cross out the letters T, S, B 
and C, to reveal the missing 
word from the sentence below. 

Let’s find out more about 
one of the most powerful 

forces of nature.

Write the answer on the dotted line
.

Tornadoes begin with large 
storms called supercells. 

Word Word 
VortexVortex

Cold air falls

Strong 
wind

Hot air rises

Deadly
combo!

The safest place to 
shelter from a tornado is

Geography 
Fun to Learn
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Idea!
You and a 

friend could make 
a maze for each 

other to do!
You will need:
• an adult to help 
• a shoe box lid or 
  half of a cereal box 
• drinking straws  
• scissors 
• PVA glue 
• foil ball 
  or marble 
• pencil

I know how to...
Did you know...Did you know...

make stuff!
Raid the recycling to 
make this awesome

How to 
play:

Step 2:

Please recycle 
your straws and 
cardboard when 
you've finished!

Please ask an adult to help 
you cut the straws to size. 
Use PVA glue to stick the 
straws along the pencil lines. 

When the glue 
has dried, use a 
rolled up ball of 
foil and guide 
it through the 
maze, from 
start to finish!

 In 2O14, the world’s largest 
corn maze was 6O acres in 
California. That's roughly the 
size of 4O football pitches!

Maze Game!

27

A-maze-ing!A-maze-ing!

Step 1:
Sketch out your 
maze with a pencil. 
Make sure to leave 
enough room for 
your ball to roll 
between the straws.

Join the

Send in a photo of you with your maze 
to iknow@redan.com for a chance to 
appear in the magazine and win a prize!

Smart Squad!

Cheese!
Turn to page 30 for our giveaway rules and privacy statement.

26

Art and Design 
Fun to Learn
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Cackle  
  corner!

sonwy olw

gsooe

apclaa

lmala

S_i_e  f_r  _h_  c_m__a!

gdo

atc

gkceo

 dkeony

s i requr l

Unscramble the letters to work out the names for 
these ‘grinning’ animals. Write the coloured letters 
on the lines at the bottom to finish the sentence.

English 
Fun to Learn
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Louise D, 6 
Bridgnorth

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Send us your child's drawing or 
a photo of them with something 
made from the magazine, for 
a chance to win a prize! Don't 
forget to add their name, age 

and your postal address.

Let’s get 
quizzy!

If you scored... 
1-2: Not bad!

3-4: Well done! 
5: Superstar! 

Grown-ups can like or follow for 
competitions, facts, pictures and more!

11

22

33

55

44

Colour 
this in!

Critter 
pics!

What critters 
and minibeasts 
have you seen? 
Take a picture 
and send it to 
iknow@redan.com 
for a chance to 
win a prize! Look at this butterfly!

Ethan B, 5, Wrexham

Send in your 
favourite fact. 
If we like it, 
we’ll print it 
and you’ll 
win a prize!
(Remember to send your photo, too!) 

Please see below for competition 
rules and privacy statement.

www.bunchoballoons.com

The sender of every drawing or photo printed here 
has won a Bunch O Balloons Filler/Soaker 
and pack of Splash To Win Fill and Tie 
Self-Sealing Water Balloons. Get a supreme 

soaking this summer! Fill and tie 1OO water 
balloons in less than 6O seconds with these 
sensational self-sealing water balloons.

LIKE us on Facebook!

We’re ALSO on twitter!

www.facebook.com/Iknowmag

Follow @Iknowmag

Lexie M, 7 
Inverness

Alex M, 5 
Ballymena

Jensen R, 6 
Newport

Fact 
Fix!

A crocodile 
can’t poke its 
tongue out!

Grown-ups:
I Know! Magazine, Redan Publishing, 
Canon Court East, Abbey Lawn, 
Shrewsbury, SY2 5DE

Is
su

e 
#
1

Post UK and Eire:

Prize Competition and Prize Draw Rules: Unless otherwise stated, the promoter is Redan Publishing Ltd. No employee of Redan Publishing Ltd, or 
participating companies, may enter the prize competitions and prize draws in this issue. The editor’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 
Winners’ names will appear in issue 9. Entrants should note that I Know! magazine does not accept responsibility for the return of any letters including those 
consisting of artistic or other material. Prizes are non-transferable and there is no cash alternative. Prizes may differ from those shown. Please allow at least 
40 days from the competition closing date to receive your prize. Unless otherwise stated, prize draws/prize competitions are open to entrants worldwide. 
Please note that all DVD prizes are only compatible with Region 2 DVD players.

How much did you learn? 
Tick the correct boxes 
to answer the questions.

Blue whales are larger 
than any dinosaur was.

Allosaurus were from 
the Cambrian period.

The ancient Greeks 
invented the theatre.

The first living creature 
to orbit Earth was a cat.

There are 5OO bones 
in the human body.

true

true

true

true

true

false

false

false

false

false

We love to see your drawings. Draw something in the 
space below. It could be your favourite animal, a space 

rocket, a dinosaur, or anything else you like! 

Important: Couriers need your full 
name, address, email address and 

telephone number in order to deliver 
your prize! Please note, we cannot 
return pictures or photos. Please see 

page 30 for competition rules 
and privacy statement.

Hint: Turn to these pages to help you find the answers. 
1; Page 3.  2; Page 5.  3; Page 9.  4; Page 15.  5; Page 21.

Answers, NO PEEKING! 
1-True. 2-False. 3-True. 4-False. 5-False.

TM

TM

Smart Smart 
squad!squad!Smart Smart 
squad!squad!

Name: ........................................................................................... 

Address: ..................................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................................. 

Postcode: ...................................... Telephone: ........................................ 

Email: .....................................................................................................

@Or email us: 
iknow@redan.com

AgeAge

RRP £23 
Stockists:  

Amazon.co.uk

30
Privacy Statement: By submitting personal details when entering for any prize draws/prize competitions or the letters page prize, you are 
consenting to Redan Publishing Ltd and its associate companies, such as fulfilment houses and couriers, using this information for the sole 
purpose of administering these prize draws/prize competitions. Personal details provided will not be used for any other purpose. The age of the 
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I know about...

upcycling!

123a
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Check out 
this great 

cress bottle!

Great protection from hungry slugs and snails!
FanFan--plasticplastic garden bottles!garden bottles!

Why not 
try upcycling plastic 

bottles, as a really cool 
way to help reduce 

plastic waste. 

Pah!

Did you know...Did you know...
Cress contains vitamin C, 

which keeps your skin, 
bones and gums 

strong and healthy.

Science 
Fun to Learn



SQUEAK!
SQUEAK!

What’s 
that noise?

Hey, little 
fella.

There 
you go!

This needs 
to be recycled. Hey, Bunsen!

I can use that.

Perfect for protecting my 
sweet peas from the frost.

It’s all 
yours, Zeta.

A fieldmouse had 
got stuck inside a 

plastic bottle.

Bunsen freed 
the trapped 
fieldmouse.

A little 
later at 
home...

Bunsen found something 
unsual on his walk one day.

Zeta cut the 
bottle in half.

© Redan Publishing Ltd.

by Clive Pritchard

English 
Fun to Learn
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Raaar!Raaar!
Let's make a...

playscene!
Follow the easy steps to make 

your awesome playscene!

A

If you have the 
T. rex chomper 

play with it here!

pSna !

with a 
f lying  

pteranodon!

Art and Design 
Fun to Learn
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Ask an adult to 
help you cut out 

the pieces and scene.

Before folding the scene, cut the 
slot for your flying pteranodon. Fold 
the tabs along the blue dashed lines. 

Step 1 Step 2

Glue the pteranodon 
to the folded 

piece of card and slot it 
through the background. 
Slide it along the 
slot to make it fly. 

Step 3

Turn to page 30 
for our giveaway 
rules and privacy 

statement.

Smart Squad!Smart Squad!
Join the

The
plan.

Send a photo of you with your Dino 
Scene for a chance to win a prize! 

Cheese!

Slot

glue



T. rex had the strongest 
bite of any land animal 

that ever lived!
Quetzalcoatlus,  

(Cwet-zal-co-at-lus) was a 
giant late Cretaceous pterosaur. 
It was the largest creature 
ever to fly. Its wing span 
was as wide as a glider!

T. rex Fact
Chomping

Flyer 
Fearsome 

Ro
ar

!

Ro
ar

!

Quarrk
Quarrk!!

Turn th
e 

pa
ge 

to 
sta

rt!



Next issue!Next issue!
on sale 22nd August

Let’s explore space!

With anWith an awesome  awesome 
air-powered rocket!air-powered rocket!**

Meet a tardigrade!

Many frogs can 
jump 2O times 
their own body 
length. That’s like 
a human jumping 
3O metres!

Some butterflies 
use their wings 
as camouflage 
to hide from 
their predators.

Butterflies taste 
with their feet!

TM

© Redan Publishing Ltd. 
Image: Shutterstock.

PLUS!

*Gift not available 
on subscription copies
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A
sk an  adult to help you cut out the poster.

If you enjoyed this magazine, why not try...

ON SALE NOW!



Howooooo!

65 million years ago!

Velociraptors lived here
Russia

Mongolia

United States

Be sure to pick up issue 2 to finish your map!

Canada

United Kingdom Sweden Russia Brazil Egypt France New Zealand Spain Greece Germany Italy South Africa Turkey Japan India Australia Cyprus Canada Belgium Iran Denmark Jamaica Israel ArgentinaUnited States 
of America

India

Iceland

Greenland

Burj 
Khalifa

Sahara Desert
The largest hot desert 

in the world.

More than 1.1 billion 
people live in Africa!

The Great 
Pyramids

The blue whale is the 
largest living mammal!

Tristan da 
Cunha

The most remote inhabited group 
of islands. Their nearest neighbours 

are 1,500 miles away!

Carnivals in
Rio de Janeiro are 

world famous!

Mayan 
temple

Angel Falls is the 
world's highest waterfall 

at 979 metres!

The toucan is 
the loudest 
creature in 

the Amazon.

World’s tallest building.

Highest point on Earth
at 8,848 metres! 

My tusks help me find 
and open oysters.

Taj Mahal

Sri Lanka

Great Wall 
of China

Mount Fuji

St Basil’s 
Cathedral

Mount Everest
Eiffel 
Tower

Leaning 
Tower of Pisa

828 metres!

China

Spain Italy

Japan

Mariana Trench
The deepest part of the 

ocean at 10,994 metres!

There are more 
sheep than 

people in New 
Zealand!

  The Kiwi bird
is New Zealand’s 

national bird.

Sydney Opera 
House

The manta ray has 
the largest brain of 

any fish. It can even 
recognise its own 

reflection!

Huge cargo ships 
transport goods all 

over the world!

Flying fish can glide an 
amazing 50 metres!

New Zealand

Madagascar
4th largest island 

in the world.

Narwhal
People once thought 

my horn belonged
to unicorns!

Hawaii

Galapagos
Islands

Easter Island

The giant tortoise can 
live up to150 years!

The sailfish is the 
world’s fastest fish. 
It can swim at over 
60 miles an hour!

Home of the mysterious 
giant stone heads.

The world’s largest ocean.

The Hawaiian 
alphabet only
has 12 letters.

The Panama Canal. 
An important short-cut 

for ships and boats.

Oil platforms 
drill deep under 

the ocean for 
oil and gas.

Arctic Ocean

38

Texas

Florida

New 
York

United 
Kingdom

Mexico

The Statue of 
Liberty is 93 
metres tall.

¡Hola! Ciao!

Hello!

Konnichi wa!

Namaste!

G’day!

Aloha!

Europe

Antarctica

Asia

Beware! Great 
White Sharks.

Fastest fish

An SR-71A Blackbird flew 
from London to New York 

in just 1 hour and
54 minutes!

Fastest flight

Smartest Fish

Indonesia

Continent of

Continent of

Continent of

Continent of

Continent of

Continent of

Continent of

65 million y ears ago!

T. rex lived here

Ru

ssia is the on ly co
untry that crosses two continents.

Pop down the snaps of
these famous places.

Statue of Liberty

Pyramids of Giza

Taj Mahal

Eiffel Tower

The equator

19

Sticker here.

Sticker here
from issue 2.

Sticker here
from issue 2.

Sticker here
from issue 2.

Sticker here
from issue 2.

© Redan Publishing Ltd. Images from Shutterstock. Illustrations by Clive Pritchard.
Facts correct at the time of printing. Please note: animals and landmarks are not to scale.
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Sticker here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker here.

Sticker here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker here.

Sticker here.

Sticker her
e.

Sticker here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker here.

Sticker here.

Sticker
here.

Sticker
here.
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